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First, a Few Disclosures …

• I’m NOT a Climate Scientist

• I’m NOT a “Scientist” of Any Kind

• I’m an Environmental Justice Activist

• VP Environment Haliburton

• Host, Planet Haliburton on CanoeFM

• President of Haliburton Highlands Green 
Burial Society

• Member of Seniors for Climate Action Now 
(SCAN!) 



Now… A Few More “Carbon 
Intensive” Disclosures 





I Live in this House on Halls Lake, South of 
Dorset, north of Carnarvon



I Drive This SUV



Until Recently We Heated Our House With 
Wood and Propane



We Use This Diesel Tractor and Blower 
to Clear Our Lane 



My Life is Dependent on Fossil Fuels

• My Home

• My Transportation

• My Heat 

• My Food

• My Clothing

• My Communication



My Name is Terry and I’m a Fossil Fuel 
Addict



Fossil Fuel Addiction



Fossil Fuel Addiction

• “Given that the average Canadian now 
consumes 24.7 barrels of oil a year … every 
citizen employs about 204 virtual slaves.”

• “A nation of 35 million controls an incredible 
phalanx of 7.1 billion largely mechanical and oil 
fed workers.” 







Ever More Urgent Messages From Climate 
Scientists 

• The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) 
• created under the UN Framework 

Convention on Climate Change 
UNFCCC) signed on at 1st Earth Summit 
in Rio on 12 June 1992

• 154 nations signed the UNFCCC, which 
came into to force on March 12, 1994.

• UNFCCC committed the world’s 
governments to reduce atmospheric 
concentrations of greenhouse gases with 
the goal of "preventing dangerous 
anthropogenic interference with Earth’s 
climate system".

• The IPCC’s mandate is to assess the state of 
climate science and make recommendations 
on the ways and means of preventing that 
dangerous interference with the climate 
system.

• There have been 6 rounds of assessments -
called Assessment Reviews or ARs - since 
1994

• These ARs are completed by 3 Working 
Groups focusing on:

* The state of Physical Sciences;

* Impacts, Adaptation and 
Sustainability; and 

* Mitgation of Climate Change

WG 1 was released  last summer in 
the lead up to the Glasgow Climate 
Summit in November followed by 
two others earlier this year.



“Today’s IPCC Working Group 1 report is a code red for humanity. The alarm bells are deafening, and the 

evidence is irrefutable: greenhouse-gas emissions from fossil-fuel burning and deforestation are choking our 

planet and putting billions of people at immediate risk. Global heating is affecting every region on Earth, with 

many of the changes becoming irreversible.

“The internationally agreed threshold of 1.5°C is perilously close. We are at imminent risk of hitting 1.5°C in 

the near term. The only way to prevent exceeding this threshold is by urgently stepping up our efforts and 

pursuing the most ambitious path.”













James Hansen vs Joe Oliver









Ontario 2022 Provincial Election Results

* Climate-related issues got some but not a lot of attention during the provincial 
election campaign that ended with Doug Ford increasing the size of his majority

* Environment and Climate Justice organizations are still trying to understand why 
Ford’s dismal environmental record didn’t affect the result in any clear way

* Only 47% of eligible voters actually cast a ballot, the lowest percentage in 
Ontario history.

* The PCs got 1,912648 votes (40.8%) of votes cast and 83/124 = 67% of seats

* The combined NDP, Green and Liberal vote, each of whom had more 
progressive climate policies than Ford, was 2,507,325 (53.5%) but they only got 
33% of the seats

* Bottom line, our first past the post electoral system delivered another large 
majority government and complete executive/legislative control with just 41% of 
voter support (17.8% of the total electorate) 











Individual Climate Actions





Comments, Questions?


